The Suggestion Box, Inc. Officially Launches Its Anonymous Reporting
System for Law Enforcement Using Its Patent Pending SMS Technology
Thursday October 11, 8:30 am ET

The Patent Pending Technology Allows Citizens With Information to Report to Law
Enforcement Agencies Through a Third Party and Guaranty to Remain Anonymous
SCOTTSDALE, AZ--(MARKET WIRE)--Oct 11, 2007 -- The Suggestion Box, Inc., (Other OTC:SGTB.PK - News) dba
www.TheAnonymousEmail.com, announces that it has officially launched its anonymous reporting system for all law
enforcement agencies. Using its anonymous email capability, considered the most advanced anonymous technology system
available, its patent pending SMS (Short Message Service) system and its patent pending anonymous chat rooms, law
enforcement agencies now have the capability to correspond back and forth with citizens willing to pass on information as long
as they are guaranteed anonymity. The anonymous SMS system allows subscribers to send anonymous text messages to cell
phones and other text message receivers. The patent filing covers TheSuggestionBox's advanced technology that allows text
message recipients to reply back to the anonymous sender, and still maintain the sender's anonymity. The patent pending
anonymous chat rooms allow persons to sign in to a chat with law enforcement, but to remain completely anonymous.
Presently, there are several law enforcement agencies that have been testing the system with great success. During its test
phase, the company has had pedophiles reported and apprehended as well as corporate theft, sexual harassment in the
workplace and bullying in schoolyards reported. The company is inviting all enforcement agencies to sign up at no cost and test
the system out. Recently, the Boston Police have been using an SMS (text messaging) system and have been getting great
results from teenagers reporting crimes directly to them. However, the patent pending system being offered by
www.TheAnonymousEmail.com has many more features and offers many additional ways for people to anonymously report
crime other than just the text messaging.
ABOUT THE SUGGESTION BOX, INC.
TheAnonymousEmail.com is operated by The Suggestion Box, Inc., and is headquartered in Scottsdale, AZ.
TheAnonymousEmail was created as a new vehicle of expression. In the spirit of the first amendment, it aspires to extend the
freedom of speech to everyone, without forcing anyone to identify themselves.
Except for any historical information, the matters discussed in this press release contain forward-looking statements within the
meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. These forwardlooking statements involve risks and uncertainties. A number of factors could cause actual results to differ from those indicated
in the forward-looking statements. Such statements are subject to a number of assumptions, risks and uncertainties. Readers
are cautioned that such statements are not guarantees of future performance and those actual results or developments may
differ materially from those set forth in the forward-looking statements. The company undertakes no obligation to publicly update
or revise forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information or otherwise.
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